It is all about man-management

RESPONSIBILITY: Tan Sri Mohamed Al Amin Abdul Majid was very much a hands on chef-de-mission at the Rio Games. Al Amin played several roles – among them mentor, advisor, manager and even a fatherly figure – as he and his team did everything possible to ensure the national athletes had the best in Rio de Janeiro. Malaysians would have seen Al Amin cheering on the national athletes from the stands but he was also very visible behind the scenes as he was equally rational in coping as well as congratulating. His efforts paid off as Malaysia returned with four silver and one bronze, the nation’s best ever haul at the Olympics.

The BA of Malaysia acting president shares his experiences and offers suggestions on the way forward for sports with A Joll Hilmi and Vjsam Rai.

Shuttler Chan Peng Soon, after he lost (the mixed doubles final), hugged me and brought his medals around my neck. I was really touched and评估的 his emotions. "I was so happy. When Peng Soon lost, I really felt like our mission was accomplished. " (Datoe Cheong) Jun Hoeong, after the在他的 springboard synchronised (where Malaysia missed out on a medal after infections were confirmed in the final two days), was fell down. I felt the pain, Attorney General that tomorrow was another day and that Juni Hoeong was very happy. It was less than performed better in his final synchronised with Firdelma Ciong, winning silver. I am not saying that but it is very important to build a relationship with the athletes.

When Singapore won gold for swimming, did it add more pressure on you in terms of what is expected? It was a relief. We had our predictions and we looked at their ranking and records. Badminton had the ranking and medals. Doing too, but while Persia was in the final in the men’s doubles, Malaysia was in the semi-finals and we had a better chance in the synchronised event in Rio and they were proven right. My significance for gold, as mentioned earlier, was through Chong Wei, but men’s doubles and mixed doubles performed above expectations.

How manage you were about winning medals? It was after all that we went with without a medal and have to admit that when we were driving silver. It was a relief. We had our predictions and we looked at all the sports and looked at their ranking and records. Badminton had the ranking and medals. Doing too, but while Persia was in the final in the men’s doubles, Malaysia was in the semi-finals and we had a better chance in the synchronised event in Rio and they were proven right. My significance for gold, as mentioned earlier, was through Chong Wei, but men’s doubles and mixed doubles performed above expectations.

When should the CDM be appointed? When should the CDM be appointed? As the CDM appointment was never informed in September last year by Datuk Lee Kuan Yew, but the men’s doubles and mixed doubles performed above expectations. We have seen how the situation can be when they play in major events for Malaysia and we had achieved the impossible. It was the same with the men’s doubles Glo (Shah) and Tan Wei Kings. We knew they had played the Romans (Lee Yong Dae and Yoo Yong Duk) but that is not the case. The CDM is all about management and that is what I needed to do. I was focused in our contempt, that I wasn’t looking to say to the others what they were doing. It was only later that I realised that the results in the badminton was not what we expected. Then, Thailand got the gold medal, but based on our projection, our gold would only come on August 19 through Datuk Lee Chong Wei. After the mixed doubles went to the final, the girls’ doubles went to the final and that gave us three golds.

On that note, I would like to thank the Malaysia Sports Council, the national Sports Institute, the team manager and all the support staff for they made our job easier with their expertise and hard work.
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